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The efficiency decrease during electrical operation of organic light-emitting diodes is a crucial
issue for both applied and fundamental research. In order to investigate degradation processes,
we have performed an efficiency analysis for phosphorescent state-of-the-art devices in the
pristine state and after an accelerated aging process at high current density resulting in a
luminance drop to less than 60% of the initial value. This loss in efficiency can be explained by a
decrease of the radiative quantum efficiency of the light-emitting guest/host system from 70% to
C 2012 American Institute of
40%, while other factors determining the efficiency are not affected. V
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4749815]

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are promising
light sources for applications in general lighting and displays. In recent years the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
of the devices has grown continuously, especially since
phosphorescent emitters with high intrinsic radiative quantum efficiencies (RQEs) have been applied to OLEDs.1–3
Commercial applications such as white OLED lamps have
already been introduced to the market by several companies
with long lifetimes exceeding 5000 h. Nevertheless, further
improvements of lifetime and efficiency will pave the way
for broad usage of OLED lighting products in the future. In
this paper we present a method that allows one to quantify
the influence of degradation on the different factors of the
external quantum efficiency of OLEDs.
The EQE of an OLED is given by4
EQE ¼ c  gs=t  qeff ðqÞ  gout ;

(1)

where c is the charge carrier balance and gs=t represents the
fraction of excitons that is allowed to decay radiatively by
quantum mechanical selection rules. qeff is the effective
RQE of the emitter material,5 which depends on the intrinsic
radiative quantum efficiency (q) modified by the Purcell
effect, if the emitter is embedded in a microcavity-like structure, as in an OLED. Finally, gout is the light outcoupling factor, which is mainly determined by the optical environment,
i.e., the refractive indices and thicknesses of the layers used
in the device, and the orientation of the light-emitting
molecules.6,7
A comprehensive efficiency analysis has been performed to analyze degradation effects during electrical operation. The method is based on a variation of the elctron
transport layer (ETL) thickness resulting in different emitter/
cathode distances corresponding to different lengths of the
optical cavity. Consequently, excited state lifetimes are
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changed by the so-called Purcell effect8 that enables one to
determine the RQE (i.e., q) of the phosphorescent guest-host
system used. Additionally, the prevailing emitter orientation,
resulting outcoupling factors, and charge carrier balance can
be investigated. Performing time-resolved optical spectroscopy and EQE measurements on electrically driven OLEDs
and comparing these findings with numerical simulations
including possible deviations from random emitter orientation allow for a determination of both the charge carrier balance of the device and the RQE of the emitting
system.6,7,9,10
We have analyzed a set of phosphorescent state-of-the-art
OLEDs employing the red emitting molecule Iridium(III)bis
(2-methyldibenzo-[f,h]quinoxaline)(acetylacetonate) ðIrðMDQÞ2
ðacacÞÞ doped with 8 wt. % in an N,N0 -bis(naphthalen-1-yl)N,N0 -bis(phenyl)benzidine (a-NPD) matrix as emitting
guest/host system. OLED stack and chemical structures of
the molecules are shown in Fig. 1. It is known from previous
publications that this emitting system exhibits predominantly
horizontal oriented emissive dipole moments, which has to
be considered for efficiency analysis to achieve consistent
results.6,10 Nine OLEDs with different ETL thicknesses and
an active area of 4 mm2 have been fabricated to allow for a
systematic efficiency analysis before and after degradation.
For details of device fabrication we refer to a previously published article.10 All electrically driven EQE measurements
have been performed in a calibrated integating sphere at a
low current density j of 1 mA=cm2 to minimize quenching
effects like triplet-triplet-annihilation (TTA) or triplet-polaron-quenching (TPQ).9,11 Time-resolved optical spectroscopy was performed by exciting the emission layer inside
the OLED structure with a short nitrogen laser pulse (wavelength 337 nm, pulse energy 10 lJ, pulse duration 750 ps;
MNL-202 C Laser Technik Berlin) and analyzing simultaneously the decay signal both temporally and wavelengthdependently (SpectraPro 2300i, Princeton Instruments) with
a commercial streak-camera system from Hamamatsu Photonics (C5680). This allows for a signal separation of the
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FIG. 1. Device stack and chemical structures of the emitting guest/host
system.

emission layer, e.g., excited transport and blocking layers.
The decay curves have been analyzed by integrating over the
whole spectrum of the emitter material from 550 nm to
750 nm. Strictly speaking, the ETL variation changes the
length of the cavity which in turn influences both the emission spectrum and the lifetime of excitons emitting at different wavelengths. However, since our simulation for
calculating the Purcell factor is based on an intergration over
the whole emission spectrum, the same method should be
applied for the analysis of the experimental data to be
consistent.
The aging of these devices was accomplished by electrical
operation at high current densities and therefore high brightnesses. These high current densities correspond to accelerated
testing conditions in OLED applications. Applying a constant
current density of 62:5 mA=cm2 to each of the OLEDs for
nearly 70 hours results in a significant drop of the measured
luminance, but only a slight increase of the required voltage.12
Figure 2 shows an exemplary current-voltage-luminance (I-VL) characteristic and the degradation curve of a device having
an ETL thickness of 249 nm. The drop of the luminance to less
than 60% of the initial value is reached after 65 h stress time.
The stretched exponential luminance decrease with aging time
is representative for deactivation of emissive centers during the
degradation process.13 Nevertheless, only small changes of the

FIG. 2. Accelerated degradation curve (blue, solid line: luminance; black,
dashed line: voltage) for a constant driving current density of 62:5 mA=cm2
resulting in an initial luminance of about 15 000 cd/m2 for the red OLED
stack with 249 nm ETL thickness. The inset shows the I-V-L characteristics
of the device in the pristine state and after degradation.
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electrical behavior are detectable, as can be seen from the inset
of Fig. 2.
Although the ETL thicknesses of the devices are varying, resulting in completely different positions of the emissive layer in the microcavity formed by the metallic cathode
and the semi-transparent anode, the degradation behavior is
very similar as can be seen from the compilation in Fig. 3.
To analyze this behavior, EQE measurements of electrically
driven OLEDs at a current density of 1 mA=cm2 have been
performed for all devices before and after aging. All nine
devices show comparable relative changes of their EQE,
although the absolute values differ considerably for the various ETL thicknesses. This systematic decrease of the EQE is
the basis for an efficiency analysis after degradation as presented for the pristine stack in Ref. 6. The lines in Fig. 3
show best fits based on optical simulations for the determination of the radiative quantum efficiency of the emitting system, yielding q values of ð6862Þ % in the pristine state and
of ð4062Þ % after degradation, respectively. Note that all
simulations have been performed for the present predominantly horizontal emitter orientation ratio of 2:0.63 parallel
to vertical (with respect to the surface of the OLED) oriented
emissive dipole moments. Note that in the isotropic case one
would have an orientation ratio of 2:1, while a completely
horizontal orientation would lead to a ratio of 2:0. For more
information on the determination of the emitter orientation
and the orientation factor we refer to Refs. 6 and 10. The
decrease of the radiative quantum efficiency of the emitting
system by 41% can fully explain the luminance drop after
accelerated aging and gives evidence that this is the dominant mechanism for device degradation in this study.
Another outcome of the simulations is that the charge
carrier balance has not changed during electrical operation
and remains constant (c  1) due to appropriate blocking
and doped transport layers. This can be seen by the good
agreement of measurement and simulation, which was performed for an ideal charge carrier balance. As pointed out in
Ref. 9, smaller values of c cannot simply be compensated by

FIG. 3. Determination of the radiative quantum efficiency of the investigated emitting system in the pristine state (black dots) and after the degradation process (red triangles) using external quantum efficiency measurements
at a current density of 1 mA=cm2 . The lines are optical simulations for different intrinsic radiative quantum efficiencies (black line: q ¼ 0.68; red line:
q ¼ 0.40).
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using a larger RQE value in the simulation as this would
lead to a different relative height of the interference maxima
in the EQE. To ensure that degradation does not affect the
outcoupling factor, we followed the route14 to prove similar
emitter orientation and emission zone for both pristine and
degraded devices. Therefore, we are confident that electrical
operation does not influence the outcoupling factor of these
devices (see Eq. (1)).
Time-resolved optical spectroscopy has been performed
in order to better understand the degradation induced
decrease of the RQE of the phosphorescent emitting system.
The intrinsic excited states lifetime (s0 ) is given by the
inverse sum of the radiative (kr ) and the non-radiative (knr )
decay rates (in the absence of a cavity)
s0 ¼ ðkr þ knr Þ1 :

(2)

Based on that, the intrinsic radiative quantum efficiency
(q) of an emitting system is defined as the product of the
radiative rate and the excited states lifetime
q ¼ kr  s0 ¼

kr
:
kr þ knr

(3)

As mentioned at the beginning of the article, the excited
states lifetime and the RQE are modified by the Purcell
effect, if the emitting system is embedded in a microcavity.
Thus the radiative rate has to be multiplied by the Purcell
factor F resulting in a modified excited states lifetime (s)
and an effective radiative quantum efficiency (qeff ) given by
the following equations15
s ¼ ðF  kr þ knr Þ1 ;
qeff ¼ F  kr  s ¼

F  kr
:
F  kr þ knr

(4)
(5)

It is to be expected that the excited states lifetime (s) for
all samples with varying position of the emissive layer in the
microcavity decreases after electrical operation, as a result of
an increase of the non-radiative rate (knr ).16,17 Figure 4
shows an exemplary mono-exponential photoluminescence
decay curve for the pristine state and after degradation for an
ETL thickness of 168 nm. The measured phosphorescence
lifetime for the device with an ETL thickness near the first
cavity minimum drops from 1:55 ls to 1:30 ls due to the
electrical degradation. Figure 5 shows the measured phosphorescence lifetimes for the pristine state and after degradation together with best fits of simulated lifetime changes for
the varying ETL thicknesses. These fits are based on a least
square error procedure with q and s0 as fitting parameters.
This method yields a q of ð7065Þ % for the pristine devices
with an intrinsic excited states lifetime s0 of ð1:3760:03Þ ls.
For the aged devices the RQE (termed now q for clarity)
drops to ð4065Þ % with a modified s0 of ð1:2360:03Þ ls.
The RQEs determined in this way are in good agreement
with the values obtained from EQE measurements. This confirms the hypothesis that the luminance drop during electrical
aging is mainly a consequence of a decreasing radiative
quantum efficiency of the guest/host system used for the
devices under study.

FIG. 4. Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements for the pristine
state (black, solid line) and after the degradation (red, dashed line) of the
OLED with an ETL thickness of 168 nm. Green dashed lines show monoexponential fits with an additional offset due to a constant background signal
for both curves. The excited states lifetime gets reduced by the degradation
process.

Moreover, it is possible to calculate the intrinsic radiative and non-radiative decay rates from these time-resolved
optical measurements for the pristine emitting system and
after degradation. Solving Eqs. (2) and (3) with the determined q and s0 results in values of kr ¼ 5:1  105 s1 and knr
¼ 2:2  105 s1 for the pristine devices. In the same way
from s0 and q after degradation one obtains a radiative
decay rate kr of 3:3  105 s1 and a non-radiative decay rate

of 4:8  105 s1 . As expected from other experiments16,17
knr
the non-radiative rate increases due to the aging. However, it
is evident that also the radiative rate is modified and
decreases upon device degradation.
Thus the straightforward assumption of an unchanged
radiative rate is wrong. This implies that not only the emitter
but also the matrix material a-NPD, and hence the surrounding media of the emitting dye molecules, is affected due to
electrical aging. Therefore, we assume two possible effects

FIG. 5. Determination of the radiative quantum efficiency of the used emitting system for the pristine state (black dots) and after the degradation process (red triangles) via changes of the excited states lifetime. The colored
lines are optical simulations for different radiative quantum efficiencies and
intrinsic lifetimes.
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to explain the changes of both the radiative and the nonradiative rate, namely, a degradation of the host as well as a
degradation of the phosphorescent guest molecules.
With regard to matrix effects, it is known that a-NPD is
not stable under current flow and reacts chemically with its
surroundings, creating non-radiative recombination centers
and charge carrier traps.12,18–20 One possible effect is that the
electronic levels of these degradation products are shifted in
energy with respect to the pristine molecules, which can influence the Dexter transfer rate (kD ) from the host to the phosphorescent guest. If the energy transfer rate to IrðMDQÞ2
ðacacÞ is drastically reduced due to degradation of the
a  NPD molecules and the decay rates of the emitting species is of the same magnitude as the degraded transfer rate kD ,
one would expect a bi-exponential decay behavior of the
measured phosphorescence with an initial slow increase of the
signal. As can be seen from Fig. 4 this is actually not the case.
Therefore, we assume two other effects that can explain the
changes in the non-radiative and the radiative decay rate of
the emitting molecules. As mentioned before, the nonradiative decay rate of the emitting molecules can be enhanced
by both the degraded matrix molecules themselves, acting as
emission quenchers, and charge carriers that are trapped on
the matrix can be responsible for triplet-polaron-quenching. In
addition, the degraded matrix molecules can exhibit a different
permittivity with respect to their intact counterparts. This
could explain the changed radiative decay rate of the embedded dye molecules due to changes in the optical environment.
Besides matrix effects the emitter molecule IrðMDQÞ2
ðacacÞ can react chemically under replacement of its ligands.
These products (deactivated sites) are normally not able to
emit light. This behavior is known for many Ir-complexes
such as IrðppyÞ3 or IrðppyÞ2 ðacacÞ,21 which have similar
structures as IrðMDQÞ2 ðacacÞ,22 and from devices using
Alq3 as emitting system.23 Energy transfer from the host as
well as from intact emitting molecules to these degradation
products can increase the non-radiative decay rate and
reduce the Dexter transfer rate by opening up a competing
transfer channel or by simply depleting the guest/host system
from intact dye molecules. In addition, the degradation of
emitters might lead to rather subtle molecular changes only.
In that case, one could expect a similar emission spectrum of
these degradation products exhibiting different decay times.
This could be another reason for the changed radiative and
non-radiative decay rates.
In conclusion, we have analyzed degradation effects in
state-of-the-art organic light-emitting diodes. Our approach

Appl. Phys. Lett. 101, 103301 (2012)

allows us to quantify the influence of electrical changes and
the decrease of the radiative quantum efficiency of the phosphorescent guest/host system on the luminance drop during
electrical aging. Furthermore, time-resolved phosphorescence measurements reveal that both emitter and matrix
show degradation effects which decrease the efficiency of
the devices. In addition we have investigated the emitter orientation for the pristine state and after degradation but could
not detect any changes due to electrical operation.
We acknowledge financial support by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under the
Contract No. FKZ 13N10474 (TOPAS 2012).
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